CLEANSPACE NUISANCE ODOR FILTER
MULTI GAS (OV/AG) & EXTENDED WEAR

A HEPA filter cartridge with a deep layer of activated carbon suitable for nuisance level* exposure to Organic Vapours (OV), Inorganic, Acid Gas (AG) and Ammonia. NIOSH approved.

WHEN COMPARED TO DISPOSABLE MASKS:
- Long wear with significant cost savings
- Fresh clean airflow for less disruption during a shift
- Less waste. Environmental friendly
- OV/AG offers versatility for a wider range of uses

COMPATIBILITY:
- CleanSpace2 with Half Masks
- CleanSpace Ultra with Full Face Mask (Water Tolerant)

CODE: PAF-1108

EQUIVALENT TO
20** DISPOSABLE MASKS

APPLICATIONS:
- Welding
- Wastewater Management
- Construction
- Chemical & smelting
- Maintenance & cleaning
- Pharmaceutical Laboratories
- Animal research facilities
- Police & medical forensics
- Animal & food processing

FEATURES:
- High capacity HEPA particulate filter
- Removes nuisance levels of Organic Vapours (OV), Acid Gas (AG) and Ammonia
- Deep bed of carbon for long periods of wear
- Economic single filter system

WWW.CLEANSPACETECHNOLOGY.COM
sales@cleanspacetechnology.com

* not exceeding OSHA PEL. ** Average daily use varies.